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PREFACE

THE PRESENT ENGLISH TRANSLATION of Die Philosophie
des 8uddhismus by Erich Frauwallner opens up a dassic intro-

duction to Buddhist thought to a broader English language
readership. First published in 1956, the main body of the book
has remained unchanged. Frauwallner added supplementary
remarks to the third edition, published in 1969. The edition
translated here is the fourth, published in 1994.

Frauwallner's origina L idea was to publish a series of
anthologies with selected translations and introductory explana-

tions to accompany his Geschichte der indischen Philosopllie
(History of llldian. Philosophy), of which the first two volumes
were published in 1953 and 1956. 1 Of this planned translation

series onl y the anthology of Buddhist philosophical texts
translated here and a small selection of ~ivaitic ' texts Z were
published in his life-time. An anthology of translations of
Brahminical philosophical texts was published posthumously.3
Because of the exemplary selection of source texts translated
in Die Pllilosophie des Buddhisn/us and particularly because
of the dear and substantial introductions to these texts, this
New edition by Andreas Pohlus; Shaker Verlag. Aachen 2003. English
translalion by V. M. Bedekar: History of Indian Philosophy, Motilal
Banal"5idass, Delhi 1973.

1

>

Aus d~r PhiloslJpnie df!r /ifIQ;lischtll Systeme, Berlin 1962•

Erich Frauwallnn; NllchgelQssene Werke II. Philosophische Texle des
Hilldllistnlls. Gl'rha rd Obe.rhammer I Chlodwig H. Werba (eds), Verlag
der OsterreichiS(: hen Akademie der Wissenschaftm, Wien 1992. These
transla lions from Ihe iIpani~llds and the M!lhlfMara/ll to rexts from
the 5.1qlkhya-, VaiSe~ika-. and NYllya-systems. as well as Mlldhava's
Strnmdll'~lIa5Qmgraha are aU that remained of the Original plan.
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anthology is an extellent and profound narrative of the
unfolding of Buddhist thought, and it is still the only one
of its kind. A t the same time, to be sure, this book is not
totally comprehensive. It tovers . the period of early canonical
literature, with examples of its philosophically relevant ideas,
followed by the principal philosophical concepts of mature
Srdvakayana.Buddhism and, in the main part of the book,
presents the first survey of the development of the philosophical
systems of Mahayana·Buddhism. It does not, however. include
such developments as the important post·systematic, tradition
of Buddhist epistemology and logic. Although as early as
the 1930s Frauwallner was breaking new ground with articles,
first critical editions, and translations of texts on concept
formation, and theory of language, as well as the proof of
momentariness, at the time of his writing Die Philosophie des
BuddhismlJs, research in general had not progressed sufficiently
to allow a dear and comprehensive presentation of the main
issues at stake in the epistemological tradition founded by
Dignaga. It is for this reason, 1 think, that FrauwaUner decided
not to include a selection of major texts by either Dignaga or
Dharmakirti. As is evident from his overalJ plan for the
continuation of the Geschichte der indischetl Philosophie, I
the Buddhist epistemological tradition was, of course, in·
tended to be included, along with many other and much later
traditions.
His articles on the sequence of DharmakIrti's works (1954),
on Vasubandhu's Vlldavidhi (1957), or on the deveJopment of
Oignaga's thought (1959) indicate that during these years
Frauwallner had begun to clarify the philological and historical
• Cf Erich Frauumllnrr: NIJd!geMsStne Werke r. Aujsllt:e, Beitrllgt. Skizun . Ernst
SteinkeUner (eel.). Verlag der Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissen5Chaften, Wien 1984, Anhang C and D (= Erich FrllUWQlInu's Posthumous
Essays. Translated from the German by Jayendra Som. Adit,Ya Prakashan,
New Delhll994, Appendix C and D).
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basis for the next volumes of his Geschichle. In 1956, however,
the year both the second volume of the Geschichte and the
present anthology were first published, he does not seem to
have been ready to include this philosophically creative
development. He thus decided to conclude this presentation
of Buddhist philosophy, which must have been written in
close temporal relation to the first volume of the Geschichre,
by introducing and prOViding translations from the last great
ontological and soteriologicai system, the Yogacara·Viji\anavada.
A comparable case is the lack of a more detailed account of
the beginnings of Buddhist scholastic philosophy (Abhidharma),
on the subject of which he began to publish a long series
of Abilidhantfa·Studien only in 1963. Frauwallner was well
aware of these limitations in his presentation of only the
Buddhist philosophy of the "classical," i.e., the systematic
period, as well as of the fact that from a vast literature he could
take into consideration no more than a small sampling. I The
remaining volumes of his Geschichte were evidently on his
mind throughout these later years of his life. Nevertheless,
he always adapted his own research and writing interests to
the changing needs of his students, thus moving from Buddhist
epistemology to MImarns4, and on to Abhidhanna and Navya
Nyaya. It was only after retirement, during his last years, that
he could again concentrate on the earliest Abhidharma,
publishing the last articles of the above·mentioned series.'
Unfortunately, howev_er, he did not have sufficient time left to
realize his great plan for a comprehensive history of Indian
philosophy from its beginnings to modem times.

\ Cf the iasl paragraph of his introduction to the present book.
~ The whole series of articles was translated by Sophie Francis Kidd and

published by SUNY Press: Erich FrauwaUner, Studies in AbhidhrmnlJ
littrl7tlr'I' and till' Origins of Buddhist Philosophj~l Systems, Albany 1995.
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Before saying a few words about FrauwaUne r's concept of
Buddhist philosophy and the present English translation of his
Die Philosophie des Buddhismus, it seems appropriate here to
briefly address Frauwallner's life. Frauwallne r's life has been
p ortrayed and his scholarly progress delineated in a number of
more or less de taHed contributions,1 but in brief:
Born December 28, 1898, he was drafted fro m the Academic
High School into the Austrian Imperial Army in May 1916. As
a combatant in the First World WM, he took part in the
Rumanian offensive and the "Battle of lsonzo". At the war's
end he enrolled at Vienna University in the winter term of
1918/1919. Frauwallner studied Classical Philology and took
courses in Indology and Iranian Studies. His d octoral thesis,

De synollymorllm qllibus animi molUs signifjcantllr?

1150

tragico/

was approved in 1921. In 1922 he took the state examination and
started to teach Classical Greek and Latin at a secondary school
in Vienna. Although a Sanskrit grammar had been in his
possession since 1915, he had no academic mentor in lndology
and Indian philosophy. lnstead he used his methodological

• Gerhard Oberhammer: "Erich Frauwallner - 60 Jahre," Religion,
Wis5t'nscilnjt, Kllltl" 10. Ig., 1959. IV, pp. 397-99; id. : "Erich Frauwallner
(28. 12.1898 - 5,7.1974)," WZKS 20, 1976. pp. 5-36; id.: "Nachgetragene
Gedanken zu E. Frauwallners 'Geschichre der lndischen Philosophie'," in
Erich F'rrwwal/ner. Nachge/aSStM Wtrkt II. Philosophischt Tule des
HinduisflUlS. Verlag der Osterreichischen Akademie der Wisseruchaften:
Wien 1992, pp. 225-34; Robert GObi: "Erich Frauwallner." Osterreichische
AkIldemir dtr Wi5serrschllfttn. Alma/tIJch Jilr da5 lahr 1974, 124. Ig .• Wien
1975. pp. 476-81). The most detailed account of his life and work is
('ontained in the "Preface" by Karin Preisendanz and Eli FriUlco in
Dil' PhiloSophie des Buddhismus to be soon reprinted by the Akademie
Verlag. Berlin. r gratefuHy acknowledge having received an almost completed manuscript of this preface at the end of 2006 and I am indebted
to them fo r a number of facts and statements in my summary below.

"On the synonyms by which the modes of the soul are signified, in
tragic usage."

1
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competence as a Classicist to guide himself.] (n 1925 he
published his first indological paper/ and in 1928 he received
the venia legend;J for lndology on the basis of his first studies
of Dignaga and DharmakIrti. In addition to teaching at the
secondary school he taught until 1938 as a sessional instructor at
Vienna University. During these years he also turned to Classical
Tibetan, which-just as he later did with Buddhist Chinese and
Modem Japanese-he taught himself, and was able to interpret,
for example, Dhannakirti's theory of concepts and language
from its Tibetan translation with such a degree of clarity and
accuracy that to this day, it remains a wonder of philology.
After Austria's annexation by Nazi Germany, Frauwallner
was appointed professor extraordinarius· of Indology and
Iranian Studies in August 1939. Drafted once again in April 1943,
he served in anti~aircraft units around Vienna until the end of
the second world war. On June 6, 1945, he was dismissed from
the University due to his political affiliations, and his venia
Jegmdi was revoked. At the end of 1948 he was sent into early
retirement with a small secondary school teacher's pension. The
difficult post~war years as private scholar with a wife, three
children, and almost no income, were devoted to the first
volume of his Ceschichle der indischen Philosophi/!. This was the
beginning of an exposition of Indian thought that in its
methOdology and presentation can be considered to be the basis
of aU further research in this field. His account of the history
of Indian thought as a history of ideas, based directly on the
original sources, is still unequalled. In analyzing the acceptance

] Karl Reinhardt's Poseidonjos (Munich 1921) ill probably the most recoS·
flizable model for Frauwallner's attitude in research.
"Untersl.lchungen zum Moqadharma. Die flichlsarpkhyistischen Texte, ~
Journal of the American Oriental Soddy 45, pp. 51-67.
Latin for "permission to lecture" after habilitation.
• I.e., a professor without chair.
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and rejection of concepts and theorems that constitute the core
of philosophical positions, he renders the content of new
thoughts and new theories intelligible and thus is able to explain
them as attempts to solve specific difficulties arising within
older views.
In 1952, Frauwallner once again received his venia legendi
at Vienna University and in 1955 he was again appointed
professor extraordinarius. In 1956 he established a committee
for the compilation of a "Handbuch der indischen Philosophie"
at the Austrian Academy of Sciences, of which he became a
full member in 1955, and in 1957 he founded the influential
Wiener Zeilschrijf fUr die Kunde SUd~ und Ostasiells. 1 Appointed
full professor at the newly founded Institute of Indology that
opened March 21,1960, he retired in 1963. Greatly respected
throughout the international scholarly community, also known
as a fascinating and motivating teacher, Frauwallner drew a
number of gifted students to Vienna during his last years at
Vienna University . He was honored in 1972 with an honorary
membership in the Deutsche MorgenHindische Gesellschaft and
1973 he became a corresponding member of the Academy of
Sciences at Gottingen. Erich Frauwallner died on July 5, 1974.
Long left uninvestigated has been FrauwaUner's relationship to

the National Socialist Party (NSDAP) and the extent to which
its racist ideology influenced his conception of the character
and development of Indian philosophies. It is only quite recently
that these aspects of Frauwallner's Ufe and work have been
focused upon more seriously.
While coming to terms with the National Socialist past
("Vergangenheitsbewlihigung") was a process widely propagated in Germany after the war, and subsequently also in
Ausbia, in less prominent fields of European scholarship, such
l Renamed Wimn lLitsdrrift ftJr di~ ~ndt SUdlJSiens in 1970, which celebrated its SO'" volume in 2006.
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as Indology, comparable necessary efforts concerning individual scholars is still just, beginning. The recent recovery of
Frauwallner's entire correspondence up to 1966 and the accessibility of various archives in VieMa, Berlin, and Munich, made
it possible to conceive the research project "Erich Frauwallner
und der Nationalsozialismus" that is presently being carried out
by Jakob Stuchlik with funding provided by the Presidency of ,
the Austrian Academy of Sdences. 1
Jakob Stuchlik presented his PhD dissertation at the
Department of Philosophy of Vienna University in 2005. lis
second secti·on contains1 an analysis of Frauwallner's "Aryan
approach" ("arischer Ansatz"), which is also the principal
subject-matter of the ongoing project. At the same time, although

, 'n 1997, the Academy published a comprehensive survey of its own
fate and activities during the years of Austria's annexation (AnschluB) to
the Third Reich: Herbert Matis, Zwischen Anpassuns und WideTsfand.
Die Akademie dE' Wissrnscha/lEn in den Illhren 1938 - 1945. Verlag der
Osterreichi.schen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Wien. As for Frauwallnerwho had become a "corresponding member" of the Academy in 1940-in
1946 he was acquitted of his political past by a denazification panel, which
judged him to have been '· Iess incriminated" ("minderbelastet"). However,
a more substantial examination ·of the involvement of Austrian scholars
with their political and ideological reality was not undertaken . at that
time, and the matter was closed.' It seems that a closer investigation had to
wait for a more distant generation of scholars. H. Matis dryly summarizes
this aspect of the Academy's reorganization afrer 1945: "As the problem
of 'denazification' was treated in a purely judicial manner, a thorough discussion of the pedod of National Socialism with lasting e{(ects did nol even
rome close 10 taking place." ("lndem das Problem def ' Entnazifizierung'
rein juristisch abgehandelt wurde, kam eine nachhaltige und innerliche
Auseinanderselzung mit der 'Ara des Nationalsozialismus gat nicht erst zu'
stande." Ibid., p. 67).
: Jakob Stuchlik: Erkenn'nispTQxis mil offenm Augen. aberlegungen am
Randt fines altindischen Qbungsweges. Dissertation, UniversiCiI Wien,
2005, pp. 72-149. The results of the above mentioned project will be
published by the Austrian Academy of Sciences Press.
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independently of Stuchlik's dissertation, Karin Preisendaoz,
University of Vienna, and Eli Franco, University of Leipzig, also
wrote a lengthy preface, which addresses this issue, for the
present book's new, fifth German .edition by the Akademie
Verlag, Berlin.
Frauwallner eVidently had strong political convictions, as did
many of those intellectuals who, after the catastrophes of the
First World War and the fall of the Hapsburg Empire, made up
a social stratum of German nationalists in Austria. Frauwallner
had already· joined the National Socialist Party (NSDAP) in
1932, when it was still illegal. He clearly shared such ideas
as "the Aryan race", "blood ", and other inherited propensi.
ties, which had long been used in Europe to account for the
perceived differences in peoples and cultures. It was these "ideas
that formed a part .of the theoretical basis of Frauwallner's
understanding of historical differences in Indian philosophical
thought, and he applied them to a periodization of Indian
philosophical history. But these same ideas were then also
incorporated into the NSDAP's ideology for their increasingly
aggressive core slogans, which then in the end helped to pave
the way for the holocaust.
In 1939, Frauwallner published the article "Der arische Anteii
an der indischen Philosophie" (''The Aryan Share in Indian
Philosophy"), which highlights in particular, as characteristic
of the ancient systems of Indian philosophy, the aspects of
atheism and of a purely scientific derivation of their teachings,
attributing these features to the "blood" common to Aryan
peoples. His promotion of these ideas seemed to have served
two purpOies. On the one hand, Frauwallner was dearly
convinced that it was appropriate to lise such ideas when
interpreting his subject matter. On the other hand, by using
them, he also sought to increase the academic value of his
specific subject, the study of Indian thought, in the eyes of ~ose
holding power at the time. This shows that Frauwallner, in what
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was actually his first attempt to define typological features of
a fundamental and pervading nature that would be convenient
for distinguishing the early period from later periods of Indian
philosophy, ca~ot be seen as merely a victim of Nazi ideology
in the sense that he "fell victim to the spirit of the times. "l
He was fully confident of the meaningfulness of his historical
hypothesis. Moreover, Stuchlik's dissertation also points out that
the traditional notions of the Aryan race, blood, and other
inherited propensities, which Frauwallner had presented in his
article of 1939, were still on his mind in 1953, as seen in his
attempts to define categories that differentiated the periods
in the history of Indian thought in the first volume of his
Gesc1liclJte dey indiscllen Philosophie. l
Besides the personal difficu Ity of understanding, on a human
level, Frauwallner's relationship with the NSDAP and its
ideology, we are also faced with the difficulty of understand~
ing why a scholar of FrauwaLiner's stature and range-whose
interpretations and methods of presenting the Indian sources
are impeccable models of philological and critical scholarshipused such archaic categories, as "blood", at all, and why,
furthermore, the influence of these categories is not to be sensed
in Die Philosophie des Buddhismus. The answer, to my mind, is
simple enough. While in the distinct individual results of his
philological and 'interpretational WOt~ Frauwallner produced
untainted presentations of the sources, it was when he ventured
into the wide-ranging comprehensive historical summary of the
cultural phenomenon of Indian philosophical thought and its
development that he fell back on such meta-conceptions from
his socia-political environment and his own convic'tions.
I

KVerfallenheit an den Zeitgeist," G. Oberhammer in 1992 quoted in noll' 6

.,.bove, p. 225, note 1.
And also even later, as seen for example in the article "rndische
Philosophie," in: Die Philosophie des XX. Jllhrhullderis. Stuttgart 1959,
(pp. 49~66) p. 50.

1
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Leaving the human level aside and considering only the
scholarly perspective, it is in this area that we can say today
that he failed. On the one hand, he incorporated the notions
of Aryan race, blood, and body ("Volkskorper") into his work
based on his own convictions; on the other hand, he selected
certain features tha t he identified in his subject, e.g.,
" rationality," "scientific approach without presuppositions,'"
or the presence or absence of the idea of God, and took such
features to be representative of typical characteristics of the
Aryan race. While no longer accepting such concepts because
they are either unfounded or unethically biased, scholars today
are still grappling with the problem of how-without relying
on racist theories-to otherwise explain the features high-·
Ugh"ted by Frauwallner or dismiss. them as being inadequately
chosen or defined.2 [n short: when we read his Geschichte, it
is reasonable and. legitimate to accept those of Frauwallner's
For a discussion of these characteristics as appropriate or useful in
understanding the development of Indian philosophical traditions, in
particular of the 5.1rnkhya, cf Jan. E. M. Houi>en, "Why did rationality
thrive, but hardly survive in Kapila's 'system' ? On the pramsJ')lls, rationality
and irrationality in ~rp.khya {part I),W ASUIlische Sl udien 53, 1999, pp. 491- 51"2,
and" 'Verschriftlichung' and the relation between the pramsJlJas in the
history of ~Il\khya," l.tudts dt Ittlrt S 2001.3: La rational.i~ en Asie /
Rationality in Asia (ed. j , Bronkhorst, Lausanne), pp. 16&-94, as well as
Johannes Bronkhorst. "Mysticism et rationalil'! en 1nde: Ie cas du Va~ika,"
Asintischt Studien 47, 1993, pp. 559--69.
I

J
For a recent attempt at identifying other characteristics through which
to demarcate periods in Indian philosophy and an explanation of these
periods as being also based on changing intellectual oc Sociopolitical
conditions, cf Johannes Blonkhorst, " La grammaire et les d.!bub de la
philosophie indienne," Asiatisclle Sludit n 58, 2004, 791--865, and "Systematic
Philosophy between the Empires. Some Determining Features," in: (Patrick
Olivelle ed.), Between the Empires. Society in lndill 300 BCE to 400 eE, Oxford
University Press: Oxford 2006, pp. 287- 313, as well aa Aux origines de fa
plri/osophie Indiennt. Collection Le Maitre et Ie disciple. lnfolio bJitions:
Gollion 2008.
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interpretations and insights that remain valid even from
our historically more informed perspective, while- at the
same time we can discard aU those of his ideas that originated
in a specific and. discernible set of social and cultural
conditions that, hopefully at least in the majority, are no longer
ours.
The book translated here, Die Philosophi£ des Buddhismus, is,
however, not tainted by any of these racist ideas, although
it was written at the same time as the Geschichte. So we must
ask: why? My answer may appear inexcusably flippant, but
I can see no better. For Frauwallner, from its beginnings up to
the development of its philosophical systems, Buddhism belonged t9 the early period of cultural phenomena that he had
determined in his Geschichte as dominated by the Aryan component of Indian societies. Like Oldenberg 1 and de La Vall~e
Poussin/ both held in high esteem by Frauwallner/ he had
no awareness, as we have today, of the multicultural melting
pot in the eastern Ganges Valley, with its minor kingdoms
and small stratum of immigrant Aryan tribal peoples.· Since
in this anthology of Buddhist philosophy, Frauwallner focused
exclusively on Buddhist philosophy. there was no reason to
, E.g., Hermann Oldenberg, Buddlw., srin l£~n, saM uhr~, ~jne ~indt.
StuHgart-BerUn 1881.
1 Louis de La VaUh Poussin, lndo-europh ns tt lndo-irt:lninls. (Histoire du
monde Ill). Paris, ' 1936.
J

Cf his Gnchjcht~ I, pp. 464-66.

Cf Michael Witzel, [)as IIltt lndie". Verlag C. H. Beck. MOnchen 2003,
pp. SOff. FrauYfallner considered the Buddha to be a member of this
group of immigrant Aryan tribes, which was a ruling class. However, today
even this hail become highly uncertain (if, e.g., Richard Gombrich,
17trouJld4 Buddhism. A Social History from Ancient Bel'lClrtS to Modern
Colombo. london-New York 1988, pp. 49(. - Greg Bailey and Ian Mabbett.
77re Sociology of ' fArly Buddhism. Cambridge University Press 2003. Johannes Bronkhorst, Greater MDglidlut. Siudits in tht Culturt of fIIrly IndiD.
Leiden-Boston: Brill 2007, pp. I-n.)
t
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explain the a~pearance of this historical phenomenon as suCh, or
its relationship to other cultural phenomena of India. Here he
acted as an interpreter of a strictly defined phenomenon, the
development of systematic, philosophy in Buddhism. It is for
this reason that the book is what it is: an impeccable scholarly
account of early and systematic Buddhist thought, reliable in
its translations and precise in its introductory explanations.
In this, being a product untainted by racist conceptions, it
provides corroboration for my hypothesis above, namely that
only when writing comprehensive history, which had to include
a determination of periods and an identification of their charac·
teristic aspects, did Frauwallner refer to his personal ideological
convicri~>ns. Althougi1 there probably will always remain
a certain blemish to Frauwallner's reputation, based on his
political past and some of his personal views, since this book
is free from any ideas related to those and since it is still the best
of its kind, there should be sufficient benefit to wanant the
publication of this English translation.
At this point it seems worthwhile to remark on Frauwallner's
concept of "Buddhist philosophy," which he used as the title
of his book. "The Buddha himself ... proclaimed exclusively
a doctrine of liberation," FrauwaHner says, and he avoided
"the philosophical questions of his time," which had no relevance for this doctrine. The development of philosophy within
Buddhism occurred when "in the course of the last centuries
before the Common Era the general development of Indian
philosophy had led to the formation of complete philosophical
systems."1 To my knowledge, however, F'rauwaLlner does not
expressly state anywhere what actually constitutes "'philosophy'"

q. the Introduct ion in this boole, p. 1, as well as Gtschichle tIer indisc~n
Phifosophk I, 1953, pp. 17ff. and 156-60 (== History of Indian Philosophy I,
1973, pp. 8ff. and 124-27) .
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and in particular "Buddhist philosophy,'" or why he considered
his selections from the Buddhist literature as "philosophically
valuable." Apparently the book itself is intended to provide an
answer to these questions. And here, in fact, we find philosophy
represented mainly in the form of metaphysics or ontology,
as well as soteriology: limitations of which, as stated above,
Frauwallner was well aware.
As a whole, within the religion1 of Buddhism in its various
forms, "Buddhist philosophy" can be roughly defined as encom·
passing all the theoretical traditions that developed over time
in the analysis. elaboration, and argumentative establishment
and defense of the so-called Four Noble Truths] (calvary
aryasatyani), which serve all followers of the Buddha as a
succinct summary of the Buddha's teaching and are thus the
theoretical framework of philosophy for Buddhists everywhere.
Of these Truths, the first, the Truth of Suffering, is the basis
of Buddhist ontologyi· the second, the Truth of the Origin of
Suffering, the basis of a Buddhist psychology or in other words,
of an ontology of the mental; the third, the Truth of the
Cessation of Suffering, is the basis of Buddhism as a religion,
since it teaches a goal to be pursued; and the fourth, the Truth
of the Way ·leading to the Cessation of Suffering, is the basis
of Buddhism as a moral and meditational practice. FoUowing
the formation of the various philosophical systems, from the

I For a rec:ent straightforward, lucid and 5uccinct lecture elucidating
the concepts 01 "philosophy" as well as of "Buddhism as ~eligiOl\" and "as
philosophy"
chapter 1 in Mark Siderits, Buddhism as philosophy. An

if:

lr1trodllction, Aldershot UK 2007.
J "Religion " in the broader sense of a belief thai liberation from a frustrating and painful existence or from etemaUy repealed existence is posaible
and can be achieved through appropriate mental and moral practices.
1 Or "!he Four Truths of the Noble One, i.e., the Buddha," if. K. R Norman,
"Why Are the Four Noble Trulhs Called 'Noble'?," in: A,"mda; Essays in
Honour of Arlluuhl W. P. Guruge. Colombo 1990, pp. 1-13.
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fourth century c.e. on, discussions concerning epistemology
and logic began to develop in an effort to examine the sources
of correct and valuable know1edge that shapes every-day and
spiritual practice and is oriented .towards liberation, as well
as the methods of acquiring such knowledge. The theories and
argumentations elaborated in the Buddhist tradition of epistemological thought are primarily related to the first two Noble
Truths and were ultimately created in order to strengthen the
authority of the Buddha, who had been the first to recognize and
proclaim them. While in many aspects, to be sure, many theories
and ideas of this philosophical tradition appear deceptively
emancipated from their religious origins, nevertheless they
ca nnot be separated from their Buddhist presuppositions and
purposes, just as medieval European logic cannot be separated
from Christianity.
Alth ough the above mentioned four principal truths of the
Buddha remain as the core of Buddhism and all of its later
manifestations, it would be more appropriate to speak of
"Buddhist philosophies" in the place of the book title's singular
philosophy. For-beyond the Buddha's few and basic theore tica l concepts, all. intended as direct explanations of facts of
experience, none responding to metaphysical questions- there is
nothing resembling one comprehensive or unified "Buddhist
philosophy." In fact, the present book describes a considerable
variety of theories and systems of Buddhist thought, all of which
are related to the same fundamental heritage, but which were
often developed in vivid inner-Buddhist polemics and result in
quite contradictory ultimate views.
As for Frauwallner's approach to translation, it was straightforward : to remain as close as possible to the original text while
presenting it in a clear and readable way in order to mediate
an accurate impression of its meaning. For technical tenns, he
maintained a single translation even when various meanings
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were suggested. For clarity regarding such variations of meaning
he relied on the strengths of context and explanation. 11,is
method had the added advantage of revealing the fact that these
Literary docum~nts were firmly embedded in strong terminological traditions. 1
The sa me approach has also been taken by the translator
of the prescnt book, Gelong Lodro Sangpo. Born in Stuttgart,
Germany, Jurgen Balzer studied Educational Science and
became a teacher at an elementary school. In 1984 he underwent
his first ordination in the Karma KagyU Sangha, in France, and
he then moved to Gampo Abbey, located in Canada. In 1987 he
recE'ived the Bhikshu ordination in the USA and afterwards he
completed the traditional three year retreat and a four year
study retreat. He became one of the co-founders, in 1996, of the
Nitartha Insti tute for the transmission of Buddhist learning and
practice, and is a senior teacher at the Vidyadhara Institute, the
monastic college (sltedra) of Gampo Abbey . Over the years
he has specialized in the systematic traditions of Buddhis t
Abhidharma , and has prepared an annotated English translation of Louis de La Vall~e Poussin's French translation of the
Ab"idltnrfflnkQsab!tif~yQ that is now edited in preparation for its
upcoming publication. Since Lodro Sangpo's mother tongue is
not English, he was assisted in the initial stages of the prescnt
translation by a Canadian, Bhikshuni .Migme ChOdron, and in
Its later stages particularly by the expertise of Jigme Sheldrfin
(aka Donna Ross), a Canadian, who is also very familiar with the
Intricacies of the German language.
My own ta sk in this enterprise was limited to ensuring
that Frauwallner's sometimes idiomatic Austrian German was
correctl y represented; discussing ambiguous linguistic p oints
and tenninological questions; and providing parts of the
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bibliographical supplement with literature related to the book
published since 1969. I take this occasion to express my sincere
gratitude, not only for the enormous amount of work invested
by Lodro Sangpo and his colleagues, all members of the Chokyi
Cyatso Translation Committee, but also for their thorough and
dedicated approach to this task, as well as for their patience,
over the yea rs, with the intervening periods of silence on my
part due to time constraints. From start to finish, this coopera·
tion was a most pleasant experience and of great benefit to me
as well. In addition, I would like to gratefully acknowledge
the help received from Hisataka Ishida in checking the URLsnewly added to the book-for most of the now freely and
easily available .original Sanskrit, Tibetan, Pali, and Chinese
source-m,aterials used by Frauwallner, and in compiling the
bibliographical supplement. For easy access to these URLs, go
to the webpage of the Chokyi Cyatso Translation Committee:

Itftp://www.gampoabbey.org/!rans/alions2/indexJltml
My thanks go further to Stephanie Johnston, Lodro Yarda, and
Lars Keffer for their tips and help with the layout and artwork in
the book.
While this translation attempts to be literally faithful to the
1994 edition of Die Philosophie des Buddhismus, in the process
of translating we thought it helpful , (or the benefit of the reader,
to insert additional headings into the text and to enlarge the
index. All other additions by the translator are enclosed within
square brackets. Besides this we have created an Appendix..
which includes one of Frauwallner's more important articles,
namely, "Amalaviji'\ma and Alayavijt\o!na. A Cdntribution to
the Epistemology of Buddhism" (1951), since it nicety complements the long Yogilcilra section of the book; a bjbl~ography of
Frauwallner's work; and the selective bibliography of related
publications since 1969.
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It is my hope that, in spite of the author's personal commitments, this English translation of an anthology of pivotal
documents from the rich world of Indian Buddhist philosophy
together with introductory essays that are still unsurpassed
gems of intellectual history writing will be duly appreciated by
a new readership.

Vienna, December 2008

Ernst SteinkeUner

